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Mechanisms of Fatigue 
 
Definition of Fatigue 
 

 The failure to maintain or develop an expected tension or force/ power output 
 Difficult to isolate the mechanisms for the inability to sustain performance 
 Found exercise performance is regulated as a complex dynamic system following 

homeostatic control fatigue is about systems used to regulate homeostasis 
 Two disciplines of thought: 

1. Central governor model: stop before disruption to homeostasis 
2. The Peripheral Limitations or Catastrophe Model: homeostasis is lost so 

stopping is the only option 
 
Central Fatigue 
 

 Central fatigue= reduction in power output due to some disturbance occurring 
proximal to NMJ and presents as reduced central neural drive to the muscle 

 Not that the muscle can’t contract, it just can’t respond to neural impulses 
 Simply: The central nervous system determines 

- The work rate that can be sustained for the anticipated duration of exercise 
- The moment at which exercise terminates 
All to ensure homeostasis is maintained 

 Possible drives: 
- Psychological (poor motivation) 
- Neurophysiologic (Inhibition of the CNS) 

 
 Evidence for central fatigue: 

- “Setchenov Phenomenon” (1903/1935)- a fatigued muscle will recover 
faster if other muscles used 

 “Diverting” attention  ability to use muscles when exhausted 
- Asmussion and Mazin Diverting activities and cortical arousal 

1. One Arm sawing (1978): 
 Recovery of fatigued arm was faster with exercise of the alternate arm 
 Fatigued nerve centers “recharged with energy” through afferent 

nerve impulses of the active arm (CNS phenomenon) 
 Due to increased blood flow/ removal of lactate? (peripheral 

circulatory phenomenon)- but if interfere/ restrict blood flow still see 
recovery thus must be central 

2. Don’t close your eyes: 
 When eyes are open  increased cortical arousal 
 Found: doing work with eyes open allowed more power every time- 

initially and after fatigue  
 Not just limited to working arm- patella reflex showed blunted 

mechanical and electrical responses with eyes closed 
 Others found: EEG signals disappear with diversion activities 



- Ikai and Steinhaus “Shouts and Shots” (1961)- physiological factors 
determine capacity, psychological factors limit performance 

 Found static strength could be increased above voluntary output by 
large sounds, participant yelling, hypnosis and pharmacological agents 

 Therefore: In every voluntarily executed, maximal effort, 
psychological rather than physiological factors determine limits of 
performance- expression of human strength limited by human 
psychological inhibitions 

 Also removing inhibitory influences (by adding alcohol, adrenaline, 
amphetamines)  increased strength output 
 

 The Central Governor Model- Characterizing central fatigue 
- Hypothesized that physical activity is controlled by central governor in the 

brain and body functions as a complex system during exercise 
- Using feed forward control in response to afferent feedback from different 

physiological systems, the extent of skeletal muscle recruitment is controlled 
as part of a continuously altering pacing strategy 

- The sensation of fatigue is the conscious interpretation of these homeostatic, 
central governor control mechanisms 

- Exercise performance regulated centrally in brain as part of complex, 
dynamic system: 

 Reduced performance is a result of afferent feedback altering sensory 
perception rather than altered muscle force production 

- Proposed evidence: 
 Any situation in which exercise is terminated prior to 100% motor 

unit recruitment- still peripheral reserves so fatigue result of central 
nervous system control only 

 The “interpolated twitch”- use electric shocks when fatigued to return 
muscle to original force 

- Pacing strategies: maintain rhythm then sprint at end of race 
 Pacing strategies can not be explained metabolically- force production 

highest when “poisonous” toxins are high 
- Deception: fatigue can be overrided when deceived into doing more work (EG 

unknowingly increasing distance) 
 Deception studies found: time to completion less, anaerobic 

contribution higher but RPE higher (felt harder) 
 

Peripheral Fatigue 
 

 Peripheral Fatigue= physical exhaustion occurring as a direct consequence of a 
failure of homeostasis 

 Any altercation that occurs distal to NMJ and presents as reduced peripheral 
response of the muscle to a stimulus 

 The failure to maintain or develop an expected tension or force/ power output 
 

 Metabolic factors in fatigue: 
- Major beliefs: 

1. I have run out of energy (ATP or phosphocreatine) 
2. I have too much acid (lactate) 


